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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m Lucie Haskins. I’ve been a freelance indexer for about six years. I worked in the computer industry as a computer programmer/analyst and consultant for almost twenty years before I discovered indexing. In fact, my first index – way back in 1991 (when I didn’t know any better) was an embedded index – in VAX document (when I worked for Digital Equipment Corporation). Embedded indexing is a passion of mine. I love the purity of placing the index marker right next to the term it describes.  It just seems “right.”I’ve written a few articles for Key Words about embedded indexing – both in FrameMaker and Word and have the links to those articles on my web site (shown on this slide).

mailto:lucie@luciehaskins.com


How do DEXembed and WordEmbed work? 

 Import CINDEX, MACREX, Sky (C/M/S) index 
entries into MS Word in one fell swoop 

 Third-party (.dot file) add-ons to MS Word 
 Jack Lyon (www.editorium.com/dexembed.html) 

 MAC and Windows versions 
 45-day free trial 
 $79.95 for single user 
 Docbook XML and LaTeX 

 James Lamb (www.jalamb.com/wordembed.html) 
 MAC (Parallels) and Windows versions 
 Demo version limited to 10 index headings 
 $130 user license 
 CUP-XML 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both DEXembed and WordEmbed work similarly – in that they allow you to create the index with your tried-and-true indexing software. They differ in how they identify the page locators,  how the index file is saved, and in the import process. I’ll go over these differences in my later slides.The biggest benefit I see is not having to index in Word. Just import your index into Word when it’s finished.  You’ll see in subsequent slides why this is such a great solution.Dedicated indexing software packages provide all the functionality needed to prepare indexes. It makes a lot of sense to use such a robust program and then just import the index into the Word document. 

http://www.editorium.com/dexembed.html
http://www.jalamb.com/wordembed.html


 
Why would I want to use them? 

 Bypass limitations of Word’s indexing module 

 Take advantage of powerful features in C/M/S dedicated   
indexing packages 
 Real-time previews of indexes 
 Autocomplete during data entry 
 Sophisticated formatting options 
 Powerful editing capabilities (cascading changes) 
 Temporary groupings 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process for embedding using MS Word functionality alone is very time-consuming and frustrating because Word is missing very important features. Data entry is time-consuming and tedious. Word does not allow previewing the index as it is being built. Its editing features are practically nonexistent.. Word fails miserably in providing the very features that we have come to rely on in our indexing software packages.In my experience, embedded indexing projects in MS Word did not command a premium (as other embedded indexing projects such as FrameMaker or InDesign projects do. These, in my experience are typically 50 to 75% higher per page than typical BOB index projects. And MS Word projects, in my experience, have been equivalent to BOB fee structures. In the past, I declined embedded Word projects in the past because they just weren’t worth the hassle of fighting with inadequate tools to create an index and not be compensated for it fairly.All that changed when WordEmbed and DEXembed came on the scene. In my mind, they revolutionalized working with embedded indexing in Word. Because with them, you could finally have the best of both worlds. You can do all the work in the proprietary indexing package of your choice – and then import the finished index into Word in a matter of minutes using either WordEmbed or DEXembed.  You never have to index in Word itself!Suddenly, the price structures quoted have become equitable.
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1. Insert cursor at desired  
location for index entry.  

2. Select References tab. 

3. Select Mark Entry option. 

4. Mark Index Entry dialog 
box opens. Create index 
entry. (Alt+Shift+X shortcut) 

5. XE field (index entry) is 
inserted in desired 
location. 

 
 

 

Step 1.  
Creating embedded 
index entries using 
Word’s indexing 
module 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Embedding in Word involves using XE markers (XE “source video”). As with FM, each marker is embedded individually. MS doesn’t have any functionality that ties any of the markers together. To edit the marker, you need to have it visible. You toggle on visilibity with the Paragraph symbol on the toolbar. Once it’s visible, you can edit it the displayed text. A very tedious process. 



Step 2. Generating index in MS Word          
                          Option A: Generating at end of single document 

 
1. Position cursor at end  
 of document. 
2. Open References tab. 
3. Select Insert Index 

option. 
4. In Index dialog box, 

select format options 
desired. 

5. Click OK to generate 
index. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can generate the index as a separate file or at the end of the current document. Select Insert Index from the References toolbar. This dialog box appears, which provides some formatting options.



Step 2. Generating index in MS Word 
                          Option B: Generating in separate file for multiple documents 

1. Create new file. 
2. Open Insert tab. 
3. Select Quick Parts option. 
4. Select Fields from 

dropdown box. 
5. The Field dialog box 

displays. 
6. From the Field names: 

section, select the RD 
field.  

7. Click on Field Codes 
(which turns into Hide 
Codes) then Options. 

8. The Field Options dialog 
box will display identifying 
supported switches for the 
Index field. 

9. Select the switches desired 
and click OK. 

10. Repeat steps 6-9, one time 
for each chapter to be 
included for indexing. 

11. Position cursor at end of 
RD example above and 
follow Step 1. instructions 
for generating index. 

{ RD \f “ch01.doc” } 
{ RD \f “ch02.doc” } 
{ RD \f “ch03.doc” } 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also generate an index in a separate file. The process is much more involved. We’re not going to discuss it in detail. I’ve identified the major steps in this process.



DEXembed and WordEmbed embedding process 

 

1. Index “as usual” in C/M/S software using: 
 Various locator options (DEXembed) 
 Bookmark locators (WordEmbed) 

2.  Save index file for import as: 
 DAT file (DEXembed) 
 RTF or MBK file (WordEmbed) 

3.  Import index file into Word documents 
4.  Remove temporary locators 
5.  Generate MS Word index  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest benefit I see is not having to index in Word. Just import your index into Word when it’s finished. Now all those Microsoft Word projects that weren’t feasible price-wise and time-wise, ARE feasible.both DEXter and WordEmbed work similarly – in that they allow you to create the index with your tried-and-true indexing software. They differ in how they identify the page locators,  how the index file is saved, and in the import process.I’ll go over these differences in my next few slides.



1. Index “as usual” in C/M/S programs  
    -- using DEXembed locator options 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEXembedThe dropdown boxes (in the left document) show how to add locators to the Word document that DEXembed can use. This example shows the result of adding paragraph numbers. Once these numbers have been added, simply use them in the locator field of your indexing software instead of the page numbers that you would normally use. During the import process, DEXembed will ask you what locator option to use.



1. Index “as usual” in C/M/S programs  
    -- using WordEmbed locator option (Click-Copy-Paste) 

2. COPY of temporary bookmark   
      is automatically sent to clipboard 
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1. CLICK in Word document 
        to create temporary bookmark 
          (Ctrl+Shift+\  or  Alt+Ctrl+G) 

3. PASTE bookmark value in  
       C/M/S locator field (Ctrl+V) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WordEmbed1.  With WordEmbed active, click on a location in the Word document and press CTRL+SHIFT+\  (or Alt+Ctrl+G )to receive a temporary locator number .2.  This creates a temporary bookmark and automatically copies the locator number into the clipboard. 3.   In your indexing software program, "paste" the temporary locator into the record's locator field (bottom red box).Complete all data entry in this manner. (I have a two-monitor setup and this process worked well. The document to be indexed displayed on one screen and my CINDEX program was open in the other screen.)



2. Save index as DAT file for import (DEXembed) 
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DAT file 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the DAT file that was saved as an option from my CINDEX software program. Notice the tab characters between the various fields.



2. Save index as RTF or MBK file for import (WordEmbed) 

CMS (RTF file) 

MBK (Macrex) style format 

Putnam 
    Putnams’s Italy, 2.160-2.30 
       Naples, 2.30 
Scandanavians. See Norwegians 
skills: uses of, 2.210  

Putnam:Putnams’s Italy, 2.160-2.30 
Putname:Putnam’s Italy:Naples, 2.30 
Scandanavians ^see^ Norwegians 
skills: uses of, 2.210  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WordEmbed accepts files for export using CMS style (RTF files) or MACREX MBK backup format. Comprehensive instructions are provided in the manual and must be followed exactly!



3. Import index file into Word documents (DEXembed) 

1. Open Word document. 
2. Open DAT file. 
3. Import process 

completes. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEXembed’s import process is very simple (and quick).It works as follows:



3. Import index file into Word documents (WordEmbed) 

1. Select the Embed Index button from the 
WordEmbed menu bar. 

2. The Embed Index dialog box displays. 

3. Select the format desired. 

4. WordEmbed import process completes. 

5. After the index has been embedded, press 
the Remove Temporary Bookmarks button 
(WordEmbed menu bar) to remove the 
temporary locators created earlier. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WordEmbed’s import process….



Embedded index in Microsoft Word after import 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final document contains the XE index markers embedded in the text. The XE index markers are the actual embedded index entries.



4. Remove temporary locators 
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WordEmbed 

DEXembed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the highlighted options to remove temporary locators in DEXembed and in WordEmbed.Spot check when the process is complete…. Especially in special areas like Figure identifiers or Notes sections or Table cells to ensure the temporary identifiers have been removed.



5. Generate MS Word index 
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WordEmbed 

DEXembed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the highlighted options to embed the index entries in DEXembed and in WordEmbed.Both utilities have very extensive documentation regarding this entire process. There are lots of details that I didn’t have time to go over. 



Learning Curves 
 

 Familiarization with DEXembed and WordEmbed  
 Establishing new and viable work processes  
 Training my eye to ignore visual clutter 
 Indexing and submitting one chapter at a time 
 Final edit process 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This five bullets summarize what I think takes the most effort to learn these utitiles just because the processes they are used in are so different from the typical BoB indexing process that most indexers use.



Learning curve:  
Familiarization with DEXembed and WordEmbed 

 Learn the utilities by going through the tutorials 

 Read the really, really, really, really!!! helpful manuals 

 Remember it takes time to start from ground zero 

 Find your indexing rhythm and natural process flow 
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Learning curve:  
Establishing new and viable work processes 

 Client version control system 
 Project prep work  

 client preferences (page ranges; insertion points) 
 naming Word documents 
 pagination for multiple chapters 

 Determining how edits will be applied after final review 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with a new client and a new process is always interesting. As you become familiar with the client needs, you find out if you already have a process in place that will work for this new client or if you will need to create a new process. There’s a lot of give and take. Experimentation. Going back and forth until the process is tweaked into place. I had a lot of fits and starts. I couldn’t get a handle on whether or not to use hardcopy or the online document. It was really difficult for me to keep a handle on each chapter’s hierarchy. Using paper helped at first because I could shuffle papers to see topic lengths, etc. but I eventually weaned myself from paper and discovered the document map was extremely helpful. I had to decide on either WordEmbed or DEXembed. Both were fine programs. Their main difference was in their approach to using locators.  DEXembed used line/paragraph/page numbers while WordEmbed used bookmarks that were created on the fly.  I finally settled with DEXembed because the process seemed to fit me better.Then, I had to learn how to attach Word templates to the final index and manipulate the index so its final form used the client’s custom styles. (My first few attempts were a disaster… but I finally got it right with my fourth index.)



Learning curve:  
Training eye to ignore visual clutter in Word documents 

 

  Clutter: 
  line numbering 
  document map 
  instructions to  
     compositor 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clients can provide online documents as MANUSCRIPT pages. These are the rough, unformatted pages – with instructions to the compositor – placeholders for figures, etc.  It was very easy for me to get lost in these pages. The document map really helped me retain that much needed sense of how the sections related to each other. I could tell at a glance, how long each section was. Then I trained myself to ignore the document map and the line numbers and the instructions to the compositor (these are manuscript pages – with notations for where images will be inserted) so I could concentrate on the content. 



Learning curve:  
Indexing and submitting one chapter at a time  

 Index chapter in C/M/S indexing software  
 Embed chapter’s index entries into MS Word 
 Submit chapter containing embedded index entries to 

client 
 Establish mechanism that tracks submitted chapters and 

edits that still need to be applied globally 
 At book completion, edit final index in proprietary 

software and submit as RTF file  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
. 



Learning curve:  
Indexing and submitting one chapter at a time 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indexing one chapter at a time was difficult until I started saving all previous chapters into a comprehensive index. I had to manipulate the locator information because the line numbers would be meaningless once they were dumped into the composite index. So, I prepended the chapter number before the line number and that kept the information unique and retrievable!Look at the green and blue boxes in both the current chapter file (on the left) and in the combined file (on the right). 



Learning curve:  
Final edit process 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, when it came time for the final edit of the index, I wanted to be able to edit it with all the convenience included in my indexing software. However, there is no magic button that takes an RTF file and converts the index into readily usable indexing package. In addition to the various formatting considerations, there has always been the problem of how to get subentries (that reside on a completely separate line) to remain linked with their main entry heading. I had never been able to figure that out… and I know that CINDEX offers a conversion service on a per-conversion basis. But, with my work schedule (often needing this availability RIGHT NOW and on weekends), the turnaround time and having to pay for this service time and again bothered me. So, when I discovered that MACREX had this functionality, I purchased it. Then DEXembed also developed this functionality. I was in hog heaven. I’ve converted multiple indexes using both MACREX and DEXembed and have discovered that there is no free ride!  There will always be some conversion difficulties and something will always need to be manually manipulated, but the conversions are much, much better than typing in the index by hand. Or going through my index in CINDEX (in unformatted unsorted order) and using macros to add missing headings. 



Final suggestions  

 Read instruction manuals and follow tutorials! 
 Start with a small project! 
 Give yourself plenty of time! 
 Verify client preferences 

 access and delivery methods  
 hot potato 
 naming conventions for files 

 marker placement (special areas/inside content) 
 page ranges 
 final review and edits  
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Questions about 
DEXembed or 
WordEmbed? 

25 



IndexDeconstructor 

How does it work? 

Why would I want to use it? 
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How does IndexDeconstructor work? 

 Third-party (.dot file) add-on to MS Word  
 Jack Lyon (www.editorium.com/dexembed.html) 
 $29.95 for single user 
 MAC and Windows  
 45-day trial period 

 Converts indexes in RTF/PDF format into DAT 
files importable into C/M/S 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IndexDeconstructor is an exceptionally useful utility created by Jack Lyon to convert back-of-the-book indexes into tab-delimited files that can be imported into a standalone indexing program such as SKY Index, CINDEX, or MACREX. It functions as a macro add-in to MS Word. 

http://www.editorium.com/dexembed.html


 
Why would I want to use it? 

 Useful in repagination projects where prior version’s 
index is available as a starting point. 

 Imported into C/M/S, the “deconstructed” index can 
provide significant time savings over re-indexing from 
scratch. 

 No significant technical knowledge required 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just think of being able to sort the previous edition’s index in page number order (which is what I do)… and then compare the old to the new version page by page to see what’s changed. In my repagination projects, this part of the process takes about 50% of the total project time, but it provides a very stable foundation for the remaining portion of my work effort — which goes quickly.If the books changes have been made at a relatively high level, modifying the page numbers and little else can be a very quick and very lucrative project.For additional reading on deciding on whether or not you want to take on a repagination project, you can read my Key Words article “Repagination Projects: Knowing When to Walk Away and Knowing When to Run” Jan-March 2010 issue.That issue also has an extensive article titled “Demystifying IndexDeconstruction. (That happens to be where I pulled most of this portion of the presentation from.)   I will upload these articles and this presentation to my website resources page in the near future also.



Constraints importing indexes 
from DOC/RTF files 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why am I so excited about this utility? Let me show you why…We’ll start with the problem of importing indexes “as is” into indexing programs…I know this difficulty exists in CINDEX… I don’t know MACREX or SKY enough to speak for their capabilities in this arena.



Example of typical index saved as DOC/RTF file 

Addition 
    of complex numbers, 176 
    of functions, 149 
    of matrices, 502 
    of polynomials, 640 
    of radicals, 669 
    of rational expressions, 654 
  
Division 
    of complex numbers, 179 
    of functions, 149 
    of polynomials, 232 
    of rational expressions, 653 
    synthetic, 235 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider this example of two index entries (with subentries) in a typical indented index (where the main entry appears on one line and each subentry on separate line of its own):We humans, because of our ability to recognize subtle formatting differences, can easily distinguish the main entries from the subentries and the associations between them. We can also quickly pick out the page locators. We see the “implied” relationships in these entries.



Imported as-is in CINDEX using DAT (or TXT) file 
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Addition 
    of complex numbers, 176 
    of functions, 149 
    of matrices, 502 
    of polynomials, 640 
    of radicals, 669 
    of rational expressions, 654 
  
Division 
    of complex numbers, 179 
    of functions, 149 
    of polynomials, 232 
    of rational expressions, 653 
    synthetic, 235 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But if we tried to import these index entries as-is into CINDEX using a DAT file of the index entries, this is what you would get: Those previously evident relationships have disappeared.All the subentries are now main entries. The relationships between the subentries and main entries have completely disappeared. In addition, the page locator information is just part of the subentry text and cannot be manipulated separately.



Compare the two structures 

Addition 
    of complex numbers, 176 
    of functions, 149 
    of matrices, 502 
    of polynomials, 640 
    of radicals, 669 
    of rational expressions, 654 
  
Division 
    of complex numbers, 179 
    of functions, 149 
    of polynomials, 232 
    of rational expressions, 653 
    synthetic, 235 

 
 

A 
Addition 
  
D 
Division 
  
O 
of complex numbers, 176 
of complex numbers, 179 
of functions, 149 
of functions, 149 
of matrices, 502 
of polynomials, 232 
of polynomials, 640 
of radicals, 669 
of rational expressions, 653 
of rational expressions, 654 
  
S 
synthetic, 235 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s because the relationships between these pieces of information are all implied links. There is no real connection between the separate lines in the left column. Indexes that are suitable candidates for this process typically reside in RTF or PDF format… and unfortunately, neither Word nor Adobe recognize those implied relationships.So once indexes are manipulated into this format — where each portion of the index record resides on a separate line (and then saved as RTF/DOC or PDF files) — all connections between records are broken.And, unfortunately, computer applications cannot work with these lines and (without a lot of programming effort) easily extrapolate the relationship between the lines… as a start to reproducing the index.That is the crux of the problem.



Partially correct import in CINDEX 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now there is an interesting caveat to all this. In Cindex (and perhaps the other indexing packages), if you view the imported entries in unformatted, unsorted, record number order, the records appear in the order they were imported, with the main entry imported first and the subentries for that main entry immediately afterwards, one after the other. So, even though the relationship is broken on the higher level, the records have been imported together, but the indexing software doesn't see that relationship. This might be something to work with for people more knowledgeable in macros than I am, but that's not something I'm savvy enough to figure out how to use on my own, so I rely on IndexDeconstructor to do the job for me because IndexDeconstructor retains the relationship between main entry and subentry during the conversion (deconstruction) process. 



Alternative solutions:  
Index conversion (deconstruction) services 

 Indexing Research – Frances Lennie 
(http://www.indexres.com/home.php) 

 Leverage Technologies – David Ream   
(http://www.levtechinc.com) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If deconstructing indexes isn't your cup of tea, Indexing Research and Leverage Technologies provide index conversion (deconstruction) services for very reasonable fees and I would recommend them to bypass the deconstruction portion of this process.NOTE: There might be other companies providing these services, these are just two that I am familiar with.

http://www.indexres.com/home.php
http://www.levtechinc.com/


Process for deconstructing an index 

1. Preparing PDF files (if necessary) 

2. Preparing MS Word files  
3. Running IndexDeconstructor 
4. Importing deconstructed file into C/M/S 
5. Validating imported records 
6. Saving validated records 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several steps in deconstructing an index:



Step 1. Preparing PDF files (if necessary) 

 Saving PDF file into TXT format 
 extraneous lines (header/footer information) 
 formatting stripped out  
 diacritics and special characters don’t convert 

 Saving PDF file into RTF/DOC format 
 retains PDF column structure 
 line breaks often lost 
 subentries run-in with no delimiters 
 records sometimes clumped as groups 

 Copying from PDF file to RTF file one column at a time 
 Copying and pasting selected text 
 Tedious but goes quickly (5 minutes for 2,000 lines)  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you're going to use IndexDeconstructor, you'll first need either a PDF or a MS Word version of the index you want to deconstruct. IndexDeconstructor does not work with PDF files. So if you only have a PDF version of the index you want to deconstruct, you will first need to take some additional steps to produce the RTF format file that IndexDeconstructor expects as input to its process. Three methods I’ve tried.. Have settled on using the third method



Step 2. Preparing MS Word files  

1. Tidy up index 
 remove alpha headers 
 remove blank/extraneous lines 
 pull up runover lines 

3. Apply styles or tab 
delimiters as appropriate 
 Apply styles to each line item 

(Index 1, Index 2, etc.) 
 Apply tab delimiters to 

subentries line by line 
4. Save Word document 

(special prefix appended to 
name) 

 

2. Correct formatting for  
cross-reference lines.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you've created the Word document by using one of the PDF methods mentioned above, you need to prepare the index records before you can invoke the IndexDeconstructor utility. Again, while tedious, it's not difficult work. (Recently, it took me about 1 hour to complete this step for a 2000-line index.)NOTE: Before you begin this process, make sure you have a backup copy available in case something catastrophic happens and you need to restart! The following tasks need to be completed in order to massage this new Word file into a format that provides IndexDeconstructor with the opportunity possible for correctly deconstructing each line item:NOTE: If you don't catch these runover lines during this step, you'll notice them as nonsensical main entries in the Cindex file and can correct them there.IndexDeconstructor expects cross-references to follow a very specific pattern. (Verify that the formatting is exactly as expected.) Apply styles (lose the formatting) but can do multiple lines at a time or Apply tab delimiters (insert tab character before each subentry line to retain formatting but you can only tab one line at a time



Step 3. Running IndexDeconstructor 

1. Open Word document 
previously prepared. 

2. Access IndexDeconstructor 
from Add-Ins menu. 

3. Select Convert to Tab-
Delimited File from 
dropdown menu. 

4. Selected indented or run-in 
option. 

5. IndexDeconstructor starts 
processing. 

6. IndexDeconstructor closes 
RTF file and opens newly 
created DAT file (input for 
import process.) 

2 

3 

4 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are now ready to invoke IndexDeconstructor to create the tab-delimited file you will later import into your indexing program. After the time-consuming nature of the preparations, you'll be surprised at how quick this part of the process is!  NOTE: If IndexDeconstructor hasn't completed processing within a few minutes, something is wrong. I've accidentally used a DOC format instead of RTF format and IndexDeconstructor just sat there until I canceled the program.  If you have used an RTF document and it still doesn't complete, please contact Jack Lyon to help you troubleshoot. He is extremely knowledgeable and very responsive. You can obtain contact information from the IndexDeconstructor link I've provided at the end of this article.That's the deconstruction process in a nutshell. The next steps are to import your DAT file into your indexing software and then to validate the imported records. Those steps are addressed below.



Step 4. Importing deconstructed file into C/M/S 

 Create new index file in C/M/S. 
 Follow C/M/S software instructions on how to 

import DAT files. 
 Records are imported and index file is now 

populated with imported records. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: For Cindex, which I use, select the File/Import command. You'll get a dialog box that allows you to browse for the location of the DAT file. Find it and select it.



Step 5a. Validating imported records 
                 Review imported records in C/M/S file for… 

 Blank page number fields 
 Blanks in main entry 
 Garbage records with nonsensical 

information 
 Orphan subentries in main entry 
 Page numbers in wrong location 
 Cross references 
 Diacritics and symbols 
 Formatting (bold, italics) 
 “continued” text 
 Truncated page numbers 

 

 
Sort in page number order 
 
Sort alphabetically  
 
Quick visual scan 
 
Pattern-matching searches 
 
Find feature 

 Save modified C/M/S file in RTF format (with unique name) 

 

 Review imported records in C/M/S file for…. 
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Presentation Notes
The validation step is critical to a solid and accurate foundation to work from. Do not skimp on this step! Your goal is to be completely satisfied that 100% of the index entries were imported correctly. (And while this step might seem daunting, it really isn't, and it doesn't take that much time either.) You might find some glaring oddities with the quick eyeball scan but you’ll pick up the rest of them in subsequent validation actions.In my experience with IndexDeconstructor, it correctly deconstructs at least 95% (if not more) of all the records. I've found that records that are converted incorrectly are pretty easy to spot and to correct. Here are potential trouble areas to search: 



Step 5b.  Validating imported records 
                   Invoke Compare Documents command in Word 

Original document (Step 2) 

Revised document (Step 5a) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compare the original Word document (step 2) to the Word document just created from the updated index file (step 5a). Completing this step will provide you with the index file you can use to complete the remainder of the repagination process.



Step 5c. Validating imported records 
Review comparison document and modify C/M/S records as appropriate 
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Most likely differences between two documents: 
 Missing index entries  
      – add manually 

 Apostrophes – ignore 

 Sort order different  
      – change sort order 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the generated Compare Documents document, you'll note that the differences are pretty easy to spot. Additions and deletions are identified. You need to review this document line by line and resolve any differences identified:



Most likely differences between two documents: 
43 

Step 5c. Validating imported records 
Review comparison document and modify C/M/S records as appropriate 

 Incorrect import – correct manually 
     – subentries in wrong location 
     – page numbers in wrong location 
     – extraneous characters 

 Special characters 
    – correct manually 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you've completed the Compare Documents process and updated the index file to reflect the necessary corrections, consider the validation step completed.



Step 6. Saving validated records 

 This is the recovery file. 
 Save with unique suffix. 
 Save in safe place in case you need it! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you're satisfied that the index file now represents the original index document accurately, save a copy of it in case you need to come back to it later. Save it with a suffix like SAVE or ORIGINAL for easier identification. Then make a working copy to work from.



Questions about 
IndexDeconstructor? 

45 
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